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---Introduction
---Two scales, Tth and Th related each other
(description of pp and Pb-Pb pt distrbutions
at dfferent multiplicities)
---Dependence of n with multiplicity
--Gamma distribution for the temperature
as solution of Fokker-Plank associated to

Langevin equation for a stochastic white
noise
--Multiplicity distribution associated to hard

events ( gamma distribution)



--Entanglement entropy and its evolution
with energy or centrality

-- Clustering of color sources

-- Conclusions
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Experimental facts
--Two scales Tth an Th related each other

(pp and PbPb data at different centralities)

-- n parameter decreases with multiplicity in

pp and increases in PbPb



Thermal behaviour and Langevin
equation

Thermal behaviour--gaussian distribution in 

momenta--stationary solution of Fokker-

Planck associated to Langevin equation





Conditioned probability for hard collisions





Entanglement entropy



--Leading term log(n) (the n partons are the

n microstates and are equal probably and

the entropy is maximal)

--Additional term which depends only on k,

the (Inverse of)fluctuations on the number of

partons

--At very high k(no fluctuations) instead of

n microstates we have n/2( saturation or

clustering of color sources)

.







Clustering of color sources











-----In the clustering of color sources is

naturally explained:

a)the relation between Th and Tth

b)the dependence of n with multiplicity

c)the gamma distribution obtained for the

Temperature distribution, coincides with the

Fokker-Planck equation solution for a 

gaussian stochastic white noise and with

the distribution for events with hard

collisions



Conclusions

--The data on pp and different multiplicities

and Pb-Pb show that the two scales Tth and

Th are related each other

--The distribution of temperatures is a

gamma distribution(Fokker Plank solution,

multiplicity associated to hard events,cluster

size distribution)

--The entanglement entropy changes from

log(n) to log(n)/2


